
The Program Curriculum

 why + vision, to create the foundation in which everything is built upon
 personal + brand values defined to guide entrepreneurs' decisions & focus points
 annual strategy plan with their yearly objectives to reach in business & life
 quarterly goal plan, per quarter with breakdown of major milestones + action items
 daily optimal structure, their healthy habits & Priority Actions of the Day 
 belief in themselves + their vision using NLP exercises to reprogram thought patterns

At the end of this 1st part, members will know exactly where they're going and what their
next steps are, as well as feel so aligned with their vision. Members will have defined their:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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 full digital presence, & the strategy in which their brand will show up online
 social media content strategy utilizing our signature content planning matrix
 visual branding identity by creating a cohesive & memorable brand
 brand voice & messaging via persuasive copywriting for their customer avatar(s)
 social media growth strategy leveraging platform's best practices & algorithm
partnerships & collab opportunities & create their perfect pitch + follow up system

At the end of the 2nd part, members will have a full understanding of the Digital Marketing
Ecosystem, and will have optimized their online brand presence by defining their:

1.
2.
3.
4.
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sales mindset so they reprogram themselves to sell their product with confidence
online sales strategy: lead gen, consumer nurturing, & the points of conversions
through exploring email marketing, media buying & ads, DM strategies, etc.
sales channels to optimize for their style & product (i.e. sales call training + scripts)
funnels & automations needed to create an automated system that takes cold traffic to
trusting the brand via a strategically designed consumer journey map

By the end of the program, members will have identified their monetization strategy by
defining & optimizing their sales channels by defining their:

1.
2.

3.
4.



Module BONUSES

Accountability & Commitment Challenge
Set a goal and then have our entire team
help you stay on track to achieve it.

Build your Website from Scratch in a DAY 
Have your own site up and running in the
time it takes you make dinner...

Video Series Offer Launch Plan
The full launch strategy to finally put that
product or offer into the world.

LEGAL 101
Get the legal lowdown for Canadian creatives
+ entrepreneurs with AWE Legal.

Business Bookeeping & Accounting 
Get your business book-keeping in order &
save on taxes with CPA Jami Monte.

Show Up on Social Authentically
Get out of your way and your own head and
start showing up powerfully publicly.
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+ GSD (Get Shit Done) calls to virtually cowork together & make huge progress in efficient blocks of time



Our Past Programs:


